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Abstract—Image storage systems are designed to support
images sharing and retrieving applications, especially for smart-
phone and other mobile devices. Existing image storage systems
store images in random data servers without considering their
similarities. When a front-end server sends out an image query,
it receives similar images from a large number of data servers,
causing possible network incast congestion and long query
latency. To solve this problem, we propose CStorage, an efficient
classification-based image storage system. In CStorage, similar
images are stored in the same data server. Thus, a front-
end server receives query results from a single data server,
which reduces the occurrence of incast congestion as well as
the image retrieval latency. CStorage also leverages the deep
learning technique to cluster images and provides a high precision
and recall rates. Experimental results show the effectiveness of
CStorage in reducing image retrieval latency and improving
precision and recall rates of searching results.

Index Terms—Image storage systems, Locality-sensitive hash-
ing, Deep learning, Incast congestion

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of mobile device technology and
popularity of mobile devices, taking pictures and sharing
photos with other people have become a fashion nowadays.
Many technologies catering to these needs have burgeoned
in the last decade to make the image sharing activities more
efficient in terms of real-time uploading and accurate retrieval.
For example, Facebook launched f4, a new warm Binary Large
OBjects (BLOBs) storage system to achieve high storage
efficiency and to provide fault tolerance [1]. SmartEye [2]
selectively uploads representative images to the cloud by
making use of in-network deduplication over differentiated
services (DiffServ) in software-defined networks (SDN). Al-
though these technologies successfully provide good image
storage performance to a large extent, there still exists some
challenges. To illustrate these challenges, let us present two
typical scenarios as follows.

Scenario 1: When an earthquake or volcano eruption took
place, people in the disaster area may send photos of vicinity
area and other things to the Internet websites to share their
current situation. Most of these pictures contain very useful
information, which motivates people to search websites for
pictures taken in their hometown and streets to have an
understanding of their families’ safety. Network congestion
may happen if a large number of photos are uploaded and

downloaded after the disaster, causing a long latency before
desired photos can be received. If we place similar images on
the same server, or servers closely connected, we can save the
accessing time.

Scenario 2: Once a disaster is reported, the rescuers can
schedule a more efficient rescue route according to the damage
level of buildings and/or the severity of wounded people.
Meanwhile, the government sectors like National Response
Center manage to estimate the life and property loss of a
specific area by scrutinizing photos taken from that location.
If we can extract only the pictures of damaged buildings from
the large pool of all photos uploaded and store similar ones
taken in the same area to the same server, the sectors can get
the search results faster.

Existing image storage systems, however, exhibit ineffi-
ciency when they try to handle situations in above scenarios.
In these scenarios, users have a natural requirement for low
latency and high accuracy when searching photos. Current
works [1]–[4] cannot meet these requirements satisfactorily.
First, similarities between images are not considered when
storing images in the datacenters. When users search similar
images, the front-end server must send requests to all data
servers storing related images, which leads to a large number
of concurrent data transmissions. The distributed placement of
similar photos could easily cause the incast traffic congestion
[5]. Since datacenters or clusters are characterized by high-
bandwidth and low-latency, incast congestion may severely de-
grade the performance in such computing environment where
the many-to-one traffic pattern is common. In the image stor-
age system, when a large number of data servers return their
query results back to the front-end server, it will result in incast
network congestion with a high probability. Second, users in
both scenarios want to receive photos accurately.Recent work
such as SmartEye [2] cannot meet this requirement because it
only uses hand-crafted features to identify similar images.

To meet the aforementioned challenges, we propose CStor-
age, a classification-based image storage system that achieves
low latency and high accuracy. while retaining the performance
of existing image uploading and storage schemes. The key in
the design of our proposed CStorage system is to cluster and
store similar images into the same data server. CStorage uses
the state-of-the-art image feature extraction algorithm (i.e.,



deep learning) and similarity-preserving hashing functions to
generate a hash code for each image. As a consequence, CStor-
age can retrieve images with higher accuracy. Specifically, we
list the contributions of this paper as follows:

1) CStorage leverages the deep learning technique to ex-
tract image features, which are more accurate than hand-
crafted image features such as PCA-SIFT.

2) CStorage significantly reduces the image retrieval la-
tency primarily caused by incast network congestion.

3) We conduct extensive experiment with millions of im-
ages. Experimental results show the effectiveness of
CStorage in reducing image retrieval latency and im-
proving retrieval accuracy.

The paper is organized as follows. The related work of
image sharing is briefly described in Section II. Section III
presents the design of our proposed CStorage system. Sec-
tion IV presents the performance evaluation of CStorage. Sec-
tion V concludes the paper with remarks on our future work.

II. RELATED WORK

There are several groups of existing work related to our
image storage system, as will be introduced below.

A. Image Feature Extraction and Representation

Traditionally, SIFT [6] or PCA-SIFT [7] are used to extract
hand-crafted features describing an image and represent them
in a compact way.In recent years, deep hashing methods based
on deep learning neural network [8], [9] gradually replace the
hand-crafted feature extraction methods due to their prominent
advantages in semantic recognition or aggregation and a large
number of successful applications in image processing. Among
various deep neural networks, two attract strong interest from
researchers and practitioners: recurrent neural networks (RNN)
[10], [11] and convolutional neural networks (CNN) [8], [12],
[13]. Supervised semantics-preserving deep hashing (SSDH),
for example, is one of deep hash learning algorithms that unify
both classification and binary codes generation in one CNN
deep learning model [14].

B. Similarity-Preserving Hashing and Aggregation

Hashing techniques have long been used to cluster data of
similar properties.In this paper, we employ a specific type
of hashing technique called Similarity-Preserving Hashing
(SPH), or Semantic Aggregation Hashing, which is in contrast
to cryptographic hash functions in that it aims to maintain
resemblance between two data items by mapping similar
inputs to similar hash values. Harbour [15] devised the original
technique behind SPH. Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [16]–
[19] brings itself under the spotlight of the academia due to its
lower probability of false positive and false negative, as well
as its low computational cost. For this reason, we employ LSH
in our proposed system. SmartEye [2] uses the Bloom filter
[20] as input to LSH to aggregate correlated images together.
Clustering hash codes can be implemented by a fast binary
k-means algorithm [21].

C. Image Storage

Various distributed image storage systems in cloud have
been developed [1], [2]. Facebook’s warm BLOB storage
system f4 [1] groups servers into different zones and allo-
cates images into these zones to achieve high storage effi-
ciency.SmartEye [2] selectively uploads representative images
to the cloud to save bandwidth usage in case of disasters.
Existing image storage systems do not consider the similarities
between images when allocating them to the data servers. In
CStorage, we aim to overcome this drawback by clustering
similar images and storing images from the same cluster into
the same data server.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we present the details of the design of our
proposed CStorage system.

A. Overview

Figure 1 shows an overview of the system design of
CStorage. When a user uploads an image to a front-end server
for storage or as a reference for image searching, this image
is sent to a centralized server in the cloud.

As depicted in Figure 1, in the first step, the image hashing
module extracts features from the uploaded image using a deep
learning technique. The extracted features are then transformed
to a hash code using a similarity-preserving hashing algorithm.
In the second step, the image clustering module aggregates and
clusters these hash codes. The third step is the image storage
and retrieval module which is responsible for storing all user
images into data servers.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the CStorage image storage system.

The image retrieval process is similar to the image upload-
ing process. In this process, a user provides a reference image
and expects to download images similar to it. The user also
needs to provide the time/location information to narrow down
the retrieval results.

B. Image Hashing Module

In the image hashing module, the features of an image are
extracted by using a deep learning technique, and the extracted



features are then transformed to a vector of binary numbers
using a similarity-preserving hashing algorithm.

After an image (or a reference image for image retrieval)
is uploaded to the datacenter, the centralized server needs
to extract features from this image so as to understand its
semantic contents. The features extracted should be invariant
to perturbations such as affine transformations and brightness
variations caused by changes in camera pose and lighting.
To this end, traditional methods like scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) [6] and PCA-SIFT [7] extract hand-crafted
features (i.e., keypoints) from images. However, SIFT and
PCA-SIFT are proved to be ineffective and inaccurate when
representing images [14]. In order to present an image with
less memory usage and facilitate the image clustering process,
we hash an image into a single vector of binary number.
Specifically, we use the SSDH deep hashing algorithm. We
adopt the 16-weight layers model of the very deep convolu-
tional network (ConvNets) [12] to exact features from images
and represent each image by a binary vector in hamming
space. Comparing to the hand-crafted features, deep learning
features are capable of achieving higher accuracy in semantic
segmentation and object recognition [14].

We use set Y = {y1, y2, ..., yi, ..., yn} to represent all n
images in the system, where yi is image i. After applying the
ConvNets-based image hashing, each image is represent by
a binary vector. That is, image yi is represented by a d-bit
binary vector xi = {b1, b2, ..., bd}, bd ∈ {0, 1}. Then, the set
of all images is represented by X = {x1, x2, ..., xi, ..., xn},
i.e., X = {Xi}d×n.

C. Image Clustering Module

The hundreds of millions of images stored in the datacenter
need to be classified into thousands of clusters to facilitate
similarity searching. The clustering algorithm is conducted
periodically to update clusters of images. Once the clusters
are built, when a user uploads an image, it is classified into
an existing cluster. Below, we explain how to classify a large
number of images to a number of clusters.

We need to consider two issues in designing an efficient
clustering algorithm. First, in order to increase indexing ef-
ficiency, the similarity-preserving hash binary vectors need
to be stored in the memory of the server. The SSDH deep
hashing algorithm enables each image to be represented by
a short hash binary vector. Thus, we can store the binary
vectors of hundreds of millions of images in the memory of a
single machine. Second, we need to improve the computational
efficiency in clustering images. Although some clustering
algorithms like kd-tree based k-means algorithm [22] can
cluster a large number of images, if both the number of images
and number of clusters are large, these algorithms require a
long computational latency.

The Binary k-means algorithm (Bk-means) [21] was devel-
oped to overcome this challenge. Bk-means is a fast clustering
algorithm on binary vectors. It builds a hash table to index all
cluster centers and finds the nearest center for each image in
constant time. Therefore, to perform the clustering procedure
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Fig. 2. Overview of the image storage and retrieval module.

efficiently, in this paper, we adopt the Bk-means algorithm to
cluster image into a set of clusters.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for clustering images into clusters.
1: Input: image dataset X = {x1, x2, ..., xn};

initial clusters with centers C = {c1, c2, ..., ck};
2: Output: optimized clusters with centers

C ′ = {c′1, c′2, ..., c′k};
3: while r > 0 //iteration not end
4: for each xi ∈ X //assign each image to a nearest

cluster
5: select a cluster for xi

6: end for
7: for each cj ∈ C //update cluster centers
8: for each cjq ∈ cj //iterate each dimension of vector

cj
9: calculate mjq =

∑p
i=1 xiq

10: calculate new vector c′jq
11: end for
12: end for
13: assign C ′ to C //use C in the next iteration
14: reduce r by 1
15: end while
16: return image clusters with centers C ′ = {c′1, c′2, ..., c′k};

We describe the process of clustering all images in the sys-
tem in Algorithm 1. The computation complexity of Algorithm
1 is log(rnkd), in which r is the number of iterations, n
is the number of images, k is the number of clusters and
d is the number of dimensions in the image vector. Using
this offline clustering algorithm, the centralized server divides
all images stored in the system into a number of clusters
based on the features extracted from images. To increase
the clustering precision, the offline clustering algorithm is
executed periodically.

D. Image Storage and Retrieval module

Figure 2 shows an overview of the image storage and
retrieval module in the cloud datacenter. The centralized server
is connected to all data servers in the datacenter, and data
servers are divided into different racks. A particular data
server is designated to store a cluster of images having similar
features. These images are associated with the time/location



information, and the data server further classifies the images
by them using index tables. That is, an index table records
images with the same time or the same location.

Inside a datacenter, front-end servers are responsible for
receiving image requests from users. There are generally two
types of requests: image storage requests and image query
requests. In both types of requests, a user needs to upload an
image and time/location information of this image. Front-end
servers then forward the requests to the centralized server.

After the centralized server receives an image from a front-
end server for storage, it extracts its features and generates a
hash code using the image hashing module. It then identifies
its image cluster whose center is the closest to the image. It
then forwards the image to the data server of the image cluster.

When a user searches for similar images, he/she uploads a
reference image and specifies the time/location information of
his/her desired images. This request is sent to the centralized
server, which generates a hash code using the image hashing
module. It then identifies the cluster that the reference image
belongs to and locates the data server storing this cluster.
Next it forwards the image request to the data server. The
data server returns all images with the specified time/location
to the front-end server. This design can be easily extended
to enable users to specify time/location ranges and returning
images with time/location in the specified ranges.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The contribution of the CStorage system system is its
efficiency in terms of low image retrieval latency and high
retrieval precision in retrieving similar images. We conduct
extensive experiments and show the results in this section to
demonstrate various advantages of CStorage.

A. Experiment Settings

To simulate a datacenter structure, we constructed a typical
fat-tree [23] structure using 1000 data servers with 60 data
servers inside each rack [24]. Each data server stores a cluster
of images. We set the capacity of the downlink, uplink and
buffer size of each switch to 1Gbps, 1Gbps [25] and 100kb
[26], respectively. We simulated one front-end server that
is connected to all the data servers in the datacenter. We
generated image retrieval requests on the front-end server, and
each data server receiving the request returns all similar image
to the front-end server.

In our experiments, we varied the image query rates from 50
queries per second to 250 queries per second to test the perfor-
mance of image storage systems [27]. When a server (either
a front-end server or a data server) receives multiple image
transmission requests from other servers, all incoming images
are received by the server sequentially and wait in a queue.
Each image is divided into a number of packets and each
packet is 1kb. The sender server finishes sending an image to
the receiver server when the image’s last packet is received by
the receiver server. The timeout of TCP packet retransmission
was set to 10ms [28]. A sender server sends out a packet again
if it does not receive an acknowledgement from the receiver

server after 10ms, and it terminates sending this packet after
5 consecutive timeouts. If packet transmission timeout occurs
when a sender server sends an image to the receiver server,
we regards it as one instance of incast congestion.

We used the ILSVRC2012 image dataset, a subset of
ImageNet [29] widely used in academia in the research on
computer vision and image recognition [8], [21]. ILSVRC2012
contains more than 1.2 million images and 1000 clusters of
similar images; each cluster roughly contains more than 1000
images. Images in a cluster are considered to be similar in the
simulation and experiment. Transfer learning techniques [30]
reuse previously learned image features to provide guidance
for clustering. In our experiment, we adopted a publicly
available CNN model [31] which is built by utilizing a transfer
learning technique, so that we avoid the training process from
the scratch. We manually attached time/location information to
each image. Specifically, the year of each image was randomly
selected in [2010, 2015] and the location of each image was
randomly selected among 20 cities. An image retrieval request
is generated by randomly choosing a reference image and
time/location information such as “request for images that are
similar to image X, taken in 2012 in city Y”.

1) Comparison Methods: To evaluate the performance of
CStorage in comparison with existing image storage systems,
we have implemented three comparison methods including
SmartEye [2], f4 [1] and Baseline. We use the SmartEye
approaches to create an image storage system though it is
not the purpose of this work. SmartEye applies PCA-SIFT to
represent the features of an image by a number of vectors
of real numbers. In our implementation, the dimensionality of
each PCA-SIFT feature was set to 36 since this value achieves
the best similarity matching performance [7]. It then uses LSH
to all feature vectors of an image to generate a single hash
value vector for this image. It finally clusters all images based
on their hash vectors and stores each image cluster into the
same data server. In f4, each image is randomly stored in
a distributed data server without considering the similarities
between images. In f4, the centralized server uses our feature
exaction and clustering techniques. It records the clustering
results in a table. To retrieve similar images, it searches the
table for images in the same cluster. In Baseline, each image
is stored in a random data server without considering the
similarities between images. The centralized server uses the
feature exaction and clustering techniques of SmartEye. It
records the clustering results in a table. To retrieve similar
images, it searches the table for images in the same cluster.

2) Performance Metrics: We use the following five metrics
to measure the performance of the image storage systems.
The first two metrics represent low-latency requirement of the
system while the latter two metrics measure the accuracy of
retrieving similar images.
•Average image upload latency. This metric measures the
total time used to upload an image to the designated storage
server, including transmission time from the front-end server to
the centralized server, time for image hashing and clustering,
and transmission time of the image from the centralized server
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Fig. 4. Image retrieval latency.

to the data server.
•Average image retrieval latency. This metric measures the
total time used to return all similar images to the front-end
server. The image retrieval latency consists of three parts:
1) upload reference image from the front-end server to the
centralized server, 2) processing in the centralized server
including image hashing and clustering, and 3) transmission
of all similar images from data servers to the front-end server.
The average retrieval latency sums up all these three parts
which reflects the actual latency experienced by a user at the
client end issuing a download request. This metric reflects the
actual latency experienced by a user at the client end issuing
a download request.
• Purity. Purity represents how well we cluster similar images
into one cluster. For each cluster resulting from a clustering
algorithm, we calculate the cluster purity of this cluster as the
portion of correctly classified images in this cluster.
• Precision. Precision is defined by the ratio of the number
of correctly returned results to the total number of returned
results. It reflects the precision of the retrieved set of similar
images to the reference image uploaded by the requester.
•Recall. Recall is defined by the ratio of the number of
correctly returned results to the total number of correct results.
It reflects the recall of retrieved set of similar images to the
reference image uploaded by the requester.

B. Performance on Latency

Figure 3 shows the average image upload latency when
the upload image rates increase from 50 images per second
to 250 images per second. We see that Baseline and f4
generate a shorter image upload latency due to the reason that
they store an input image in a random data server without
extracting its features and classifying it to an image cluster.
In CStorage and SmartEye, we first need to extract features
from an input image and identify the cluster that the image
belongs to. We then allocate the input image into the data
server of the image cluster. SmartEye generates a longer image
upload latency than CStorage due to the reason that SmartEye
uses PCA-SIFT to represent the features by a number of
vectors of real numbers, and these vectors need longer latency
to process when clustering the images. On the other hand,
CStorage represents an image by features exacted from deep
convolutional network, which are denoted by a single binary
vector in hamming space. The binary vector needs shorter
latency to process when clustering the images.
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Figure 4 shows the average image retrieval latency versus
image query rate. In this experiment, we varied the image
query rates from 50 queries per second to 250 queries per
second. From the figure, we see that the relative performance
between different methods in image retrieval latency follows:
CStorage<SmartEye<f4<Baseline, and CStorage generates a
substantially shorter retrieval latency than other methods. In
Baseline and f4, the images that belong to the same image
cluster are randomly stored in different data servers. When
the front-end server sends out an image query, the centralized
server will forward the query to all data servers storing similar
images. A large number of servers will transfer similar images
to the front-end server in a short time. An excessive number of
simultaneous responses to the front-end server will cause in-
cast congestion on the front-end server side. Some packets will
be dropped and the data servers need to retransmit the missing
packets, leading to a long latency. CStorage generates a shorter
image retrieval latency than SmartEye because CStorage uses
features exacted from deep convolutional network to cluster
images and generates shorter latency when it clusters the input
image as shown in Figure 3. On the other hand, SmartEye
uses PCA-SIFT to represent the features by multiple vectors
of real numbers, which need longer latency to process when
clustering the images compared to vectors of binary numbers
used in CStorage.

C. Performance on Image Retrieval Accuracy

Figure 5 shows the 90th percentile, median and 10th

percentile of the purity for different numbers of randomly
selected clusters. We see that in CStorage and f4, the 90th

percentile purity values are close to 1, and the 10th percentile
purity values are higher than 0.8, which demonstrates a high
clustering accuracy of these methods. This is because they
uses features exacted from deep convolutional network to
cluster images. Deep learning is an effective tool in clustering
images and similar images are more likely to be allocated to
the same data server. SmartEye and Baseline generate lower
90th percentile, median and 10th purity values than CStorage
and f4 because they use PCA-SIFT to cluster images, which
are less effective in reflecting the semantic contents in the
images.

Figure 6 shows the average precision versus image query
rate. We see that f4 and CStorage generate higher precision
due to the reason that they both use features exacted from
deep convolutional network to cluster images, and the returned
images are likely to be allocated to the same cluster. Baseline



and SmartEye generate lower precision due to the reason they
use hand-crafted features to identify similar images, which
cannot effectively reflect the semantic contents in the images.
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Figure 7 shows the av-
erage recall with differ-
ent image query rates. We
see that f4 and CStorage
generate higher recall due
to the reason that they
both use features exacted
from deep convolutional
network to cluster images,
which are effective in re-
flecting the semantic con-
tents of the images. Thus, they are likely to allocate all similar
images to the same cluster. Baseline and SmartEye generate
lower recall due to the same reason as in Figure 6.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented CStorage, a novel classification-
based image storage and retrieval system, which achieves low
latency and high accuracy in image searching. The key of our
design is to cluster similar images and store similar images
in the same data server, instead of spreading randomly to
all servers in the datacenter. By leveraging the state-of-the-
art deep learning technique for similar image classification,
CStorage manages to improve the image retrieval accuracy
and recall rate. To verify the efficiency and effectiveness of
CStorage, we conducted extensive experiments on a large-
scale image dataset and the results shows that CStorage
outperforms some image storage systems. In the future, we
would make a thorough exploration of the most recent deep
learning models and adapt it to CStorage to further improve
the performance.
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